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1 Orbitmethod

Let G be a connected liegroup A classicalquestion inLie
Representation theory going

back to GelfandandHarish Chandra is
to classify irreducibleunitary Grepresentations unitary meansthat
Gactsbyunitaryoperators in aHilbertspace w somecontinuityconditionsirreducible means noproperclosedsubrepresentations in thiscourse

unitary representations are only formotivationpurposes
There's an especially elegant answer to the classification

questionin the case when G is a nilpotentgroup due to Kirillov 69
known as the Orbitmethod Namely forgeneral G we can

considerthe adjoint in g Lie al andcoedjoint ing Crepresentations

Theorem Kirillov Let G be nilpotent andsimply connectedThen
theunitary Cirreps up to iso are in a natural bijection withthe

set of Gorbits inof a.k.a coadjointorbits

H



Whyshould one expect the coadjointorbits to appear Thishas
to do withquantization a metaprinciple that relatesclassicalquantum mechanical systems In bothsettings one can talk
aboutphase spaces f homes to mechanicalsystems andtheir
symmetry In QuantumMechanics aphasespace is a Hilbertspace
the symmetry isgivenby a unitary representation

Themostsymmetric
situation iswhenthe representation is irreducible

Let's recall what thesethings are in ClassicalMechanics A
phase space is a manifoldlev amoregeneralspace M togetherwith
a Poisson structure an B bilinearmapC 3 01147 01541 901541
that satisfies the followingtwoproperties

o it's a lie bracket
Leibniz identity fgh fight fh g

For example if w is a symplectic f closed nondegenerate 2form
then it defines the Poisson bracket fg w dfadge wherewe
write w for the bivectorfield on M inducedby w Theresulting
Poisson structures are callednondegenerate

A symmetry is an action of a Liegroup G onM thatpreserves
and is Hamiltonian in thefollowing sense Note that

CAM is Cequivariant Lie algebra homomorphism g VertM

343 y Namely by a co
momentmap we mean a Gequivariantlinear

gap q g
C 4 s t 3 pts We can encode it as



themomentmapJu M of gum 413731m AHamiltonianaction of G onM is an action by Poissonautomorphisms
togetherwith a e momentmap

Exercise 1 Show that q is a lie algebrahomomorphism

Example g't is a Poissonmanifold w uniquebracketsatisfying 3,23
323 A yegoOlof The inclusionmap q go C lot is a

comomentmap equivalently id of of is a momentmap

In thissetting mostsymmetric meansthat GAM is transitive
We nowproceed to classifyingtransitive Hamiltonian actions

Exercise2 Here wewant to construct a symplectic form on a

coadjoint orbit Gacotandshowthat GaGa is Hamiltonian
Note that 3 on CTM can beviewedas bivector PET Ntm

1 Let Leg Show that Be ATaGa andisnondegenerate
there Show thatthis equips Ga w a Ginvariant Poisson structure
2 Show that the inclusion Gcsof is a momentmap
3 Show that the symplectic form w P on Ga satisfies

we 32,2 2 2213,237This is the Kirillov Kestantform

It turns out that ageneraltrasitiveHamiltonianaction is

quite
close to theprevious exercise



Exercise 3 Let Mbe a Poissonmanifoldwith a transitive
Hamiltonian Gaction Prove that
1 imgucot is a singleorbit
2Ju M ing is a cover j C imy CTM intertwines

Poisson brackets

3 ThePoissonstructure on M is nondegenerate gu is a symplectomerphism

Conclusion Essentially Orbitmethodpredicts a relation between

mostsymmetric classical quantummechanicalsystems w G
being a group ofsymmetries For G nilpotent andsimplyconnectedthe relation is a bijection The bijection fails for Gsemi
simple Forexample if G is compact theunitary irreps are exactly
finitedimensional ones whilethe e adjointorbits forsemisimple G
have g I so there's no difference between adjointaceadjoint are
classifiedbypoints in aWeylchamber

While we don'tstudy unitary representations inthiscourse a lot of
what wedo is inspiredby thedesire to findrightanalogsofOrbit
method forsemisimple Liegroups Forexample we'll seethat if we
thinkaboutquantizations algebraically we still have an orbit
methodlike bijection between covers ofadjointorbits ofasemisimple
algebraicgroup Q andquantizations

2 Filteredquantizations
Before we discuss an algebraicnotion of a quantization let'ssay



a couple of words about thesubject ofgeometric representation
theory Tautologically itseeks to study representationsgeometrically
This means several different but related things inparticular
the study of representationsofalgebra thathavegeometricorigins
Many of these algebras arise as filteredquantizations ofgraded
Poisson algebras This is our algebraic versionofquantization

Setting let A be a finitelygenerated commutativealgebra A
equipped w the following two structures
Poissonbracket AA A

Vet spacegrading A EAi which is an algebragrading AiAjcAijitij
that are compatible asfollows

I d a set degli 3 d i.e AiAj cAajd t ij

Examples 1 Let g be a finite
dimensional LiealgebraTake

A Stoy F Q of w its standardgrading andtheuniquePoisson

bracket s t 3,23 5 y A peg Wehave d t
2 Let Ube a finitedimensional symplecticvectorspace w formW
Take A S V w its standardgradingandtheuniquePoisson
bracket E set u u W up t a ve V Here we have 2 2

Now let A be as in the settingabove

gefinition A filtered quantization of A
is apair Std where



I is an associative algebra w filtration D if i s t Fists ig
and Asi s Steig wCa63 ab la It follows thatthealgebra

gr ft f si Asi is commutative has Poissonbracketgivenby
takingthetopdegree ofE i.e at sin btstsj.is a6 Asitj d
Exercise 1 checkthis isindeeda Poisson bracket
L gr f IA is agraded Poissonalgebra isomorphism

Definition By an isomorphism ofquantizations Ha CA ll ofAwe
mean afilteredalgebra isomorphism y St's.t C gry L where

gry gift grt is an isomorphism inducedby q

Example 1 Vlog is a quantization ofSlop PBWtheorem
2 The Weylalgebra WV TN luau von w un u veV is

e unique infact quantization of SW exercise checkthis

Problem forgiven A classify its filtered quantizations upto ise

Thisproblem doesn't have ageedanswer unless we impose somerestrictionsonA Our restriction has to do with symplectic singularities
Luckily that's exactly the class of Poissonalgebras that we
shouldactually care about in this course Thisnotion will be
defined in thenext lecture Animportant family ofvarietieswith
symplectic singularities arisesfromnilpotentorbits in semisimple Lie

algebras
to be discussednext



3 Nilpotent orbits in semisimple liealgebras
Let G be a semisimple algebraic group Q g Lie a Consider
theadjoint action CagWe are interested in understanding its
orbits Notethat g got So we are talkingabout coadjointorbits
theclassical side of the Orbitmethod see Sec P In

particularall adjointorbits are symplectic so even dimensional

Definition Jeg is called nilpotent if it's represented by a
nilpotent operator in a faithful finite dimensionalrepresentation

Fact This is independent ofthe choice of a faithful representation

Remark 1 9 34sonorspn is nilpotent is anilpotentmatrix

2 3 is nilpotent Adg 3 is Agel So we can talk about
nilpotentorbits in g

We will be interested in theclassification ofnilpotentorbits
A keytool is to relatethem to homomorphismsska toy

Definition An54triple in g is atriple ehfeg satisfyingthedefining
relations of ah i.e I homomorphism q R g w

Y e Yes oh I of

T



Exercise e Rf is nilpotent

A connection between nilpotentorbitsasktriples is as follows

Theorem1 JacobsonMorozov Anilpotent eeg I 31 triplecontaininge

Theorem2 Kestant If lehfl lehit are34triplesthen IgeGs.t
Adg lehf ehit

Corollary Thereis a bijection between
a nilpotent Gorbits
Gconjugacy classes of al triples lehit

given by leh f toe

Example G SL Q The G conjugacyclasses of34triples inog isthe
same thing as isomorphism classes of n dimensional34reps By the
classification of finite dimensional34reps the n dimensionalone are
classified by thepartitions of n to VOIVidi where Vidi isthedi
dimensional irrep we assignthepartition wparts di Since e acts
on an irrepby a single Jordanblock we recovertheclassification of
conjugacy classes of nilpotentmatricesby Jordantypes

There's asimilar although more complicatedstory for otherclassical
Lie algebras Let G Space neven erOnce which is disconnected

T



Preposition Thenilpotent Gorbits in g are classifiedbythepartitionsof
n where each odd forSp even forO part occurs w evenmultiplicity
via Jordan type

Aproof is sketched in theExercisesheet

Remark Since Son E has index 2 inOnQ an Onceorbitmaysplit
into thedisjointunion oftwoOn a orremain asingleorbitTheformer

happens iff all parts are even exercise

In Sec 2 we'vetalkedabout filteredquantizations offinitelygenerated
gradedPoisson algebras We nowproduce a family ofexamplesofsuchalgebrascoming fromnilpotentorbits in ssimpleLiealgebras

Theorem Let Acgbe anilpotentorbitThen 0103 is a finitelygenerated
graded Poisson algebra w degli3 1

Proof ThePoissonstructure arises ble A is symplectic seethe 1st

paragraphof Sec 3 in Lee1
To establish thegrading prove I is fingen we needa

consequence of thetheory of34triples that we'vealready seen for g
classical
Fact1 ofnilpotentorbits in g isfinite

I
do is finitelygenerated



Exercise in Exer sheet 2
Thenilpotentcone N nilpotentgag is Zariskicloseding

So Ill Aconsists ofnilpotentorbits Theirnumber isfinite all of
them are even dimensional So codim Told72 AndQ issmooth Now
we are donebythefollowing factfromAlggeometry Commalgebra

Fact2 Let Xbe an irreducibleaffinevariety XCX a smoothopen
subvariety w cedim NY72 ThenAlto isthenormalization fintegral
closure inthefractionfield of ax henceisfinitelygenerated

I isgraded consider thedilationaction flag t t s Notethat
SV is atstable
Exercise Aorbit ACN is Itstable hint usethattherearefinitely
manynilpotent orbits or Sho G comingfrom34triple

and agrading en e d Thefollowingexercise finishes theproof
Exercise Use 3 ofExercise 2 inSectofLec t to showthatdegli s o 5

I


